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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel way to integrate a large amount of
crowd-sourced chord sequences with the goal of improving
automatic chord extraction. Through Chordify, an online
automatic chord extraction service where users can create
their own personalized chord sequence, a large amount of
different chord label sequences of popular songs are obtained. Using data fusion with copy detection techniques,
we integrate the conflicting chord labels of a song into one,
better chord sequence. To evaluate the integrated chord sequences, we measure play time statistics on the Chordify
website, and hypothesize that more play time is associated
with a chord sequence that matches the audio better. In
an initial comparison with a majority vote algorithm and
the original automatic chord extraction output, we find that
users do prefer data fusion integration over simple majority
vote integration.
1. INTEGRATION OF CHORD SEQUENCES
With the recent rapid growth and expansion of web sources
containing user-generated content, a large amount of conflicting data can be found in various domains. For example, different encyclopediae can provide conflicting information on the same subject, and reviews and pictures of
the same product can differ among websites. An example
in the music domain are websites that offer symbolic representations of how to play popular songs, such as tabs or
chords. These websites often provide multiple, conflicting versions of the same song, thereby providing different
chord label sequences for the same songs. In this research,
we address the problem of finding the most appropriate
chord labels within a large amount of conflicting chord label sequences.
1.1 Chordify

(ACE) service that lets users edit the ACE output and create
their own personal version of a song. Currently, Chordify
is used by 1.5 million musicians every month, and these
musicians use the site around 4000 hours every day. Chordify
uses the HarmTrace [1] model to extract the chords from
the audio. Because ACE is never perfect, Chordify extended their service with an intuitive editing interface allowing users to correct small mistakes. Users can insert,
delete, replace, and shift chords. Personalization of the
ACE output has resulted in a large amount of conflicting
chord sequences, which provides invaluable knowledge with
regard to musical variation, music perception and distributed
muscial knowledge. However, how these crowd-sourced
chord sequence corrections can be used to overcome the
transcription errors of ACE remains an open problem that
is addressed in this research for the first time.
1.2 Data Fusion
We investigate the problem of integrating a large number of conficting muscial sources using data fusion techniques [5]. We refer to different versions of the same song
as sources, each providing a sequence of chord values. See
Table 1 for an example. The goal of data fusion is to find
the true values between conflicting sources, meaning: the
values with the highest probabilities. We take into account
1) the accuracy of sources, 2) the probabilities of the chord
labels they provide, and 3) the probability of copying between sources.
The accuracy of a source is defined as the average of the
probabilities of the chords it provides, and can be seen as
the probability that a chord provided by a source is the true
chord. In online crowd-sourced data sources (partly) copying information is a common phenomenon. Hence, Dong
et al [3, 4] developed a method to detect copied values automatically. Also on Chordify users can copy the chords
from another user, this makes it possible that chords are
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S0
S1
S2
S3

T0
C:maj
C:maj
C:maj
C:maj

T1
F:maj
F:maj
F:maj
C:maj

T2
G:maj
G:maj
C:maj
G:maj

T3
C:maj
A:min
A:min
A:min

T4
C:maj
A:min
C:maj
C:maj

T5
G:maj
G maj
C:maj
C:maj

T6
C:maj
C:maj
C:maj
C:maj

Table 1. Example of 5 sources (S0...4 ) providing conflicting and identical chords at seven time points (T0...6 ). maj
and min denote a major or minor chord, respectively.
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Figure 1. Average playtime of 33 songs in milliseconds.
transitively copied by a large number of other users. Detecting copying between sources aims to correct for this
bias. Detecting copying between sources hinges on the intuition that the probability that two independent sources
share the same chord label with a low probability is unlikely. In other words, sharing values with low probabilities is evidence for copying, and is used to weight chord
labels negatively.
We iteratively computing copy detection, chord probabilities and source accuracies. After convergence of the
values, we choose the chords with the highest probabilities, which results in a new chord sequence that integrates
the chords from all sources.
For the integration of chord label sequences we employ
the ACCU C OPY model that was introduced by Dong et al.
in [3, 4].

1.3 Evaluation
The chord sequence improvement is measured in an ecological user setting on the online music e-learning platform
Chordify. Chordify synchronizes chords and YouTube videos
in order to facilitate learning and playing along with a song.
For a large number of songs we measure total play-time on
Chordify.net. We assume that if chord sequences better
match the YouTube video, it will increase the time they are
played on Chordify.
Figure 1 shows the average playtime for the three versions of the songs from a pilot study using 33 songs. We
see that the fused chords are indeed are played longer than
the original chordify version. In the near future, we plan on
repeating this experiment with over 500 songs, which will
provide a more detailed view of preferred chord sequences.
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